
On RCH 5/7plank fixed end 
wagons use the headstock from 
the end of the underframe 
moulding at both ends (F); on the 
RCH 5plank end door, use the 
headstock from the middle of the 
moulding, under the door, with 
the protruding parts of the buffer 
base & coupling hook plate 
upwards (E).
Fit solebars to floor, with the 
back of the "W" iron unit against 
the floor studs, add headstocks, 
which fit onto the ends of the 
solebars. Ensure components are 
square and add the wheels & leave 
to set.
To assemble the body, start with a 
fixed end, i.e. one with 
stanchions. The end sits on the 
top of the headstocks. Then add 
the sides & remaining end.
Finally add the door springs (not 
very common on Gloucester 
underframes). Fit Brakelever(s). 
Adaptors are provided tor 
Hornby  couplings. Bachmann 
couplings can be fitted by 
enlarging the end holes or using 
Parkside mounting blocks.

Coke raves: cut off close to sprue, and cut the "outer" end off where its uprights are 
joined to the "inner" end. The ends fit between the side raves. Leave a gap above the 
wagon sides equal to the gap between the raves — as label illustration. 
Acid Jar Wagon: glue halves of top together & fit inside the body on the ribs. Body 
colour: black, "Chance & Hunt" transfers from POWsides.
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 PRIVATE OWNER WAGON ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
Our P.O. kits represent wagons used during the period 1898-1948, when privately 
owned stock amounted to around 500,000 wagons - about half the total of all the 
wagons in use during the inter-war period. Some owners ran or leased thousands of 
wagons e.g. Cory, Rickett(s), & Stephenson Clarke (S C); while small coal merchants 
might own as little as one wagon, although they sometimes concealed this by numbering 
their wagons from 100 etc. New wagons might be given the next number in sequence 
although earlier wagons might have been scrapped, giving the impression of a large fleet. 
Large collieries & factors' wagons would run to areas far from the home base e.g. Ocean 
& GLM (seen in Devon & Sussex). Welsh steam coal was sent all over the country for 
ships' bunkering. Local coal merchants' wagons would only be found in their 'home' 
goods yard or en route to, or from a colliery, although they might be sent to a wagon 
works for repairs. The exception to this was during World War II when most P.O. 
wagons were requistioned by the Government and pooled. Wagons lasted until the 
1960s under BR ownership, and until the 1980s at NCB collieries (not on BR lines).
Cambrian kits cover the body styles of a number of builders — Gloucester, Hurst 
Nelson and Wheeler & Gregory. However the underframe is either RCH 1923 or 
Gloucester 15'/16' type. Gloucester-based kits have 2 lengths of solebars:- use the 
SHORTER solebars except for C36 7plank End Door, C51 16' 0" 5plank & C62 16' 
0" 62 plank kits which require the LONG solebars.
Many wagons would have had brakes on one side only, until about 1924 (wagons with 
Gloucester type solebars), when a second set had to be fitted.
Alan Gibson or Romford wheels are recommended. Avoid Bachmann/Hornby "RTR" 
types as these may have different axle lengths or be larger than the kit is designed for — 
fitting couplings may be difficult.
Care should be taken when using sharp tools & solvents – always read the instructions.
Separate parts from sprues carefully. Make sure you are using the correct solebars on 
kits with Gloucester solebars. N.B. RCH chassis has two headstocks: the one with 
protruding buffer bases is for use under an end door, & the other one under fixed 
ends. If using 3-link couplings fit to headstocks before assembly. Brass bearings should 
be fitted flush with the back of the axleboxes. Extra weight under the floor may be 
needed if the wagon is to be run empty.  Fit solebars to "W" iron units. If brakes are to 
be fitted on one side only, remove one pair of 'V' hangers (Not RCH underframe).
Fit buffer heads into collars 
& push into buffer guides.
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LIVERY : wagons generally had their solebars and headstocks painted the same colour as the 
body. Wagons with black strapping on the sides should have the strapping on the ends painted 
black as well (note that on wood stanchions the metal plate only extends up to about 8mm from 
the bottom, above this should remain body colour). The interior of all wagons should be 
medium brown; underframe parts below the solebars should be black.  Paint Guide for 
solebars/headstocks: RED (brownish) Bodies: 2 parts Humbrol Matt 70: I part 132. GREY 
Bodies: Humbrol Matt 87. BLACK: Humbrol Matt 33. Chocolate Brown: Precision GWR 
Coach Brown. A range of PO transfers is available from Modelmasters or POWsides.
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